2012 nissan frontier

The Nissan Frontier carries the flag for midsize pickup trucks - a segment that's thinning in the
U. With so little competition in its class, the Frontier has a chance to shine as a reasonably
priced and competent pickup. A standard hp 2. Both five- and six-speed manual transmissions
are offered, as well as a five-speed automatic. Those who need just the utility of a truck bed can
opt for a rear-wheel drive layout, while those who require more traction for off-road duty can
choose available 4-wheel drive. Cab layouts are comprised of a two-door King Cab and
four-door Crew Cab, providing comfortable seating options for additional passengers. The
Frontier utilizes a fully boxed ladder frame, constructed of high tensile-strength steel. Towing
capacity ranges from to lbs, depending on engine and drive layout. The bed is large enough for
most workaday jobs, at Payload capacity is also excellent for the class, at to lbs. Body style:
Pickup truck Engines: 2. Two exterior paint colors are also new for , called Metallic Blue and
Lava Red. The Frontier gets a traditional pickup truck exterior treatment, along with some
hallmark Nissan styling elements, including a divided front grille with angled vertical accent
bars. Short front and rear overhangs, combined with big bumpers and prominent fender flares
give the Frontier a moderately athletic look. Two cab styles are available, two-door King Cab
and four-door Crew Cab, as well as two bed lengths. King Cab models benefit from a longer
bed, at over six feet in length, while Crew Cab models trade that extra utility for better
passenger comfort. A set of inch steel wheels is standard on the S model, but all other models
get standard inch alloy wheels. The new Sport Appearance package available on SV models
adds inch Dark Hyper Silver-finished alloy wheels, a dark grille treatment, body-colored front
and rear bumpers, fog lights, and Frontier side graphics. Like many entry-level pickups, the
Frontier provides a basic, no-frills interior. Neutral colors like gray, black, and tan are the
predominant shades you'll find inside a Frontier. The dashboard and center console are simple,
and take a minimalist approach when it comes to instrumentation and controls. The Frontier's
two available engines, including a 2. All models have the option of a five-speed automatic,
which we've said can be a bit disappointing when hauling cargo. Towing capacity for
four-cylinder models is rated at lbs, while V-6 rear-wheel-drive models receive a lb rating.
Towing capacity is slightly reduced for V-6 4-wheel-drive models, at lbs. The Frontier gets
dual-stage supplemental front airbags with seat-mounted sensors, driver and passenger front
side impact airbags, roof-mounted side-curtain airbags with head protection, and front seat
active head restraints as standard equipment. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years:
Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on many variables from dealer
inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Nissan Frontier
Expert Review motortrendauthor. Entry-level price Cab and bed choices Ample power with V
Rough ride Bare-bones interior. A solid pickup in a shrinking field. All Model Years Reliability
indicates how models have performed in the past, providing the basis for predicting how the
vehicles will hold up in the year ahead. These charts provide the most comprehensive reliability
information available to consumers. Based on information received from our latest subscriber
survey, our reliability history charts give you a rundown on how used vehicles are holding up in
17 potential trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power
equipment and the electrical system. Learn more about car Reliability. The Reliability score is
based on our latest subscriber survey of Nissan Frontier owners. The owner comments
describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Also I have an acculturation
problem when I put my foot on the brake, it is intermittenting problem. Told them at servicing
but Nessan has found anything. Occurred whenever on rough roads or going over bumps.
Problem was resolved at next servicing at dealer. Thinks it's a worn door gasket on passenger
side. Antilock system ABS , parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or
vibration, squeaking, brake failure or wear. Replaced the left rotor, brake pads and caliper.
Resurfaced the right rotor". When I took it for state inspection I was told that I needed new
breaks on the back. I was really surprised when I looked at the breaks to see now small the back
breaks are. Even with new breaks, the truck is hard to stop quick. The truck had miles when I
bought it. I will not buy another one. Replaced front brake pads and resurfaced rotors using the
on-car brake lathe. Problem resolved. Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose interior
and exterior trim or moldings, rust. The prime undercoating is holding to fender surface. I
believe that area was not properly cleaned before topcoat was applied, because the peeling is in
the fold area of fender. They are starting to rust. I have kept this truck clean and waxed but the
paint continues to chip". This truck has been kept clean,waxed and garaged. No back road
driving only driven on tared roads mostly highway". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel
bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and
hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension.
The truck was out of warranty by then. Dealer tightened them to repair". Replaced both front
shocks. Needed to replace the entire unit. They say computer diagnostics fine -- and will not

test drive car! CAlif is hot with no AC". Dealer replaced, shortly after wards the blower motor
went out". Only when engine is revved will it produce heat. Mechanic suggests a blockage of
some sort in the heating system unable to diagnose. Repairs were covered completely by the
warranty". Replaced both under an extended warranty plan. Alternator, starter, hybrid battery
and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition switch,
electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. It was factory
installed, not aftermarket. Had to go back to the dealer to learn how to reset daylight time.
Nissan does not sell this screw on part separately likely. Dealer's service writer said "I don't
know" when asked and offered no remedy. Dealer has since sold out. Haven't been back".
Dealer says it is fixed but it never works. Despite checking pressure on 4 tires plus spare, the
light remains on. Seems to be a common problem on the web". I was able to coast onto the
shoulder. It had to be towed. I had it repaired at an independent mechanic. I am not sure of the
exact problem, but it was part of the fuel pump and the whole pump had to be replaced because
the fuel pump functions are integrated into the pump. It only happened once and it was repaired
sucesfully. Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Electrical short caused
the air bag light to come on. Also had a recall on the airbag. Owner's manual was only a little
helpful - said whatever the reason for the light, it probably meant airbags wouldn't work in an
accident. Due to busy schedule and daily need for the truck, I was unable to take the truck in to
Nissan for months. Turns out, they could find nothing wrong and once reset, airbag light has
not come back on knock on wood. I have never had airbags in my main vehicle before, so
although I was anxious about air bag warning light being on for all those months, I just decided
I was not in any more danger than I was when I drove my old Nissan truck which I had with no
airbags for 23 years. After investigation at the Nissan dealership they found a loose wire
connection. Light was on anytime vehicle was driven. Problem resolved at next servicing.
Repair was covered under warranty. Cruise control, clock, warning lights, body control module,
keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor, interior or exterior lights, horn,
gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security system. Engine would not start".
Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch or trunk, doors or sliding doors,
mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top. The actuator board is
malfunctioning and will require replacement". Its stupid! Possibly related: Interior lock lever is
very stiff to operate. Have not repaired yet". Items left on the seat will fall off it shakes so bad
you can hear it. Dealer said a stabilizer was already added to it. No improvement, Terrible and
so annoying". Bluetooth , voice control commands, steering wheel controls, portable music
device interface e. Dealership was great in completing the repair". Loud music makes speakers
squeak and work poorly. Definitely no Bass Rap". Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque
converter, clutch replacement. Did a full factory replacement". Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. I got the clutch adjusted and that is much better although it still happens
occasionally. I use that rarely and I have never mentioned it to the service people. Accessory
belts and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Told
Nessan sevice they haven't found any problem sine I bought it new. The computer can
compensate some, but we'll probably start putting higher octane gas in to compensate.
Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating. We're getting
pretty fed up with it, and ready to trade the truck in. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder
head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Reactivate now to get the
information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this message in error, please
view our customer care FAQs or access your account information here. Sign In. Become a
Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance? Please call Member Services
at Unlock Ratings. New Used Nissan Frontier Change Vehicle. It is a big step forward compared
to the old version. We found this Frontier quick and nimble with a tolerable ride. The powerful
engine gives it a V8-like feel. The tight rear seat is a drawback and the tailgate is very heavy.
Side- and curtain-airbags and stability control are standard equipment. There are 3 recalls on
this vehicle. Learn More. Overall Reliability. Most Common Trouble Spots. Common Trouble
Spot. See all Potential Trouble Spots. View Recalls. Worse Better. Overall Reliability Verdict.
Engine Major. Engine Minor. Engine Cooling. Transmission Major. Transmission Minor. Drive
System. Fuel System. Electric System. Climate System. Body Integrity. Body Hardware. Power
Equipment. In-car Electronics. Show More Trouble Spots. Show Fewer Trouble Spots. Based on
information received from our latest subscriber survey for about , vehicles, our reliability
history charts give you a rundown on how through vehicles are holding up in 17 potential
trouble spots, ranging from the engine, transmission, and brakes to power equipment and the
electrical system. NA indicates that we did not receive a large enough sample size to provide
data for a specific year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year.

What Owners Say. Calipers "Seized up. I have kept this truck clean and waxed but the paint
continues to chip" Arthur B. No back road driving only driven on tared roads mostly highway"
Arthur B. Alignment "Severe alignment problem, wasn't apparent until approximately 12, miles,
when tire wear became obvious. Dealer tightened them to repair" Mark S. Dealer replaced,
shortly after wards the blower motor went out" Jason S. Clock "My owners manual didn't show
my radio model. Haven't been back" Neil M. Catalytic converter "poor quality welding catalytic
converter became very loud" Johnny S. Electronic ignition "engine computer failed. Engine
would not start" Frank D. Locks and latches "Left passenger door will not unlock with the
remote or door switch. The actuator board is malfunctioning and will require replacement"
Michael P. Differential "rear differential leaking, unable to repair after two attempts, dealer
replaced at no charge" Anonymous, ME Nissan Frontier SV 4. Clutch replacement "Clutch
started slipping at , miles. Did a full factory replacement" Michael P. Clutch adjustment "The
cruise control was cutting out inappropriately. Engine computer "I think surging while brake
may be tied to the computer. Antifreeze leaks "It's losing a few gallons a year, and the mechanic
has been unable to resolve the problem. See All Trouble Spots. Compare Models. No Data
Available. The bolt may wear through the wire harness covering, resulting in an electrical short
which could cause a fire. Read Recall Details. Nissan North America, Inc. Nissan is recalling
certain model year through Frontier vehicles manufactured from November 28, , through
December 17, In the affected vehicles, a circuit breaker may have been installed incorrectly
causing the main wire harness connected to the circuit breaker to face outward, potentially
contacting a metal bolt located on the A-pillar. What should you do:. Nissan will notify owners,
and dealers will inspect the circuit breaker orientation. If the circuit breaker orientation is
incorrect, dealers will repair the vehicles free of charge. The recall began on March 17, Owners
may contact Nissan at Potential Number of Units Affected: Hide Recall Details. If the vehicle is
driven in this condition, the wheel hub may break, possibly resulting in a vehicle crash. Nissan
is recalling certain model year Frontier, Pathfinder, and Xterra two-wheel drive vehicles
manufactured from June 19, , through July 12, These vehicles may have been equipped with
front wheel hubs that may not meet the design hardness specifications. A wheel hub that was
manufactured below hardness specification may wear prematurely and eventually crack. Nissan
will notify owners, and dealers will replaced the left and right side front wheel hub assemblies
free of charge. The safety recall began on October 22, Owners may contact Nissan Customer
Service at Check Vehicle for Unrepaired Recalls. Recall Look-up. Change Vehicle. Ready to
Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation
Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. A majority of
all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and
rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been
collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car
shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For
more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better
purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped
used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American
cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with
the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies,
service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to
publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent
reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the
Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
toyota in green bay
mercedes benz rvc
2008 cadillac sts owners manual
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

